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Volunteers Alex Liston, Cathie Lighterness, 
Fraser Milligan with our historian Sophia Abrahamsen study the pictures

Committee member Sophia Abrahamsen converses with a visitor George Venters engages with two young Newhaveners about “the olden days”

Harry Summers prepares the photographs 
for mounting to the boards. George Venters frames the large photographs and their graffiti mounts

Four of the six panels ready for viewing in the exhibition space.  Note the speakers which provided the audio backdrop Members of the Newhaven Community 
Choir “gaein’ it laldy”! The Newhaven Community Choir entertain the invited audience on launch night

The audience is enthralled with the loop of 
cine footage of Old Newhaven

Making An Exhibition Of Ourselves
NEWHAVEN: THEN and NOW

NEWS FLASH :  The exhibition will be on view at Leith Library from25 April until 28 May
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GEORGE HACKLAND
1920 - 2016 

A Long Life Lived to the Full  by Dr George Venters
GEORGE WAS BORN on the 30th September 1920 —– two years after his namesake — his oldest brother George who, aged seventeen, had died in the flu pandemic of 1918. 

He was the youngest of nine and brought up in a household where voluntary service was, and forever remained, an everyday part of his life.  His mother was always organising collections for good causes.  George and his brothers were continually going the rounds of collecting or delivering tins for Leith Hospital or the Royal Infirmary and any other worthy enterprise his mother supported.
George did not always have it easy and lived through hard times.  His first teacher in infant class so tormented him because he was “caurie–joukit” (left-handed), that he developed a stammer that lasted for years.  Nevertheless he liked and was clever at school.  Although he passed the “Qualie”, his parents did not send him to a senior secondary school as they could not afford the fees.
During the great depression, he often had to take food provided by his parents to the families of his brothers who were out of work.  The family hardship meant that he had to leave school and get a job as quickly as he could.  He was initially apprenticed as a joiner.  It took him a couple of years, and unrelenting pestering of local firms, finally to get an apprenticeship as an engineer — the job he always wanted — with Andrew Hepburn's firm. 
War
When the war started he volunteered for the merchant navy and joined in 1942 after he had served his time.  He married his first wife before he went to sea so that she could get an engineer's pension if he were drowned and his mother ordered him to get photographed before he left so that she would have a picture of him — just in case. Practicality and directness were bred in the bone in George's family and he had his fair share.  He told her  “I'm coming back, mother” and, luckily, he did.  
Throughout the war, he served on the tanker Empire Norse which was leased from the British Merchant Navy to the United States.  This meant he served on ten Atlantic convoys and he vividly described how dangerous and often terrifying life on convoy could be.  “When ye were hammerin' the engines tryin' tae keep yer position in a convoy zig-zaggin'' under attack — and you in the bowels o' the ship getting' lifted in the water fae the boomin' explosions o' depth charges that deafened ye — any man whae said he wasnae feard wis a liar!”
The war took its toll on his first marriage and his health. He only had three days home leave in three years  and became estranged from his wife.  Working conditions were hard and left him with neck problems which meant he had to leave the sea.
Hard-working
On his return ashore, he lived in the family home and though he changed houses, he never left the Main Street for the rest of his life.  The firm in which he started as an apprentice gladly took him back because he was such an excellent hard-working engineer.  His qualities as a man, his fairness, integrity and intelligence ensured he had a long successful career with them finishing as a manager when he retired in 1985.
As with so many Newhaveners, family ties were strong with George and he looked after his parents to the end.  He
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 became the man people would turn to for advice and help for he was always knowledgeable and the years gave him wisdom.
Family Life
That wisdom played its part in him finding his second wife, Susan Gordon.  She was his ideal, loving and dearly loved companion who lit up his life for many happy years.  They had fun and contentment together and often holidayed with his nephew Johnny and his wife Bunty.   
Susan had a close friend in Betty Wallace and this further enriched his life.  George was included in this friendship to the extent that when Betty had her daughters Elaine, Karen and Anne, he became their “adopted” grandfather. They were a delight to him.  Elaine  adds, “Uncle was a good friend of my dad, David, who sadly passed away in 1998.  As a family we spent every Christmas with Uncle George and Aunt Susan.”
Community
Outside his family responsibilities, as well as directly helping neighbours and friends, George was always involved in community activities in Newhaven and further afield.  He believed in people, protecting their rights and promoting their stories as the real history of the country. 
He  set up the Newhaven Community History Group, and was instrumental in establishing the Newhaven Museum that was based in the Fishmarket.
When this was closed he became a  key figure in the efforts to develop a worthwhile successor to it.  He was elected as Chairman to lead the Newhaven Action Group (now the Newhaven Heritage Centre Group) in fighting for a Heritage Centre for the wider Newhaven community.
He was a Board Member of the “Living Memory Association” and used his own knowledge and experience to educate others on setting up local reminiscence groups.
But the educational endeavour George enjoyed most was his work with local schoolchildren. “Our George” as the children knew him, regularly spoke to them  about the life, times and stories of the past as experienced by their parents and grandparents.  He was good fun and made them enthusiastic about their own history.  The children saw him as someone who cared about them and the community.  He was a good example they liked, admired and wanted to follow.
Hope and Faith and Love
George was kind and clever, fair and good fun.  He was independent, indomitable and we thought he was indestructible till death sneaked up on him when he was sleeping.  But he had the good end he deserved, at peace in his own bed in hope and faith and love. He was hopeful for the village because new Newhaveners were coming together as a community livening up the Main Street, working to make it bonnier and talking to each other.  They were nurturing a sense of community as well as the seeds, shrubs and trees they were planting.
He was brought up and remained a practical Christian.  He saw and fostered the good in people, was always ready to help those in need and took comfort from his faith.
Most of all, George lived and died in love.  He loved the village in which he had spent his days; he loved his families — biological and adopted — and his friends and the bairns he talked to at school who always lifted his spirits.  And he knew that he was cherished himself, particularly by Johnny, and his “adopted” daughters.
George had a long life and he lived it well and to the full.  
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by Peter Wilson, Project Manager, Cruise Forth
FIVE CRUISE SHIPS are due to call at the anchorage off Newhaven during the 2016 cruise ship season, including two calls from a brand new cruise liner.  The season for Newhaven starts on 17th June with the maiden call of the Viking Sea, a brand new ocean going ship for a company previously best known for its European River Cruises.  She returns for a second visit on 21st June, having had a passenger changeover in London.
The Queen Elizabeth calls on 25th June, and the Marina returns for the second year running on August 7th.
The last call for 2016 is the two day visit of the Celebrity Silhouette, arriving on August 16th. It may be remembered that last year this ship stayed for three days when it called to coincide with the extended Open Golf at St Andrews.
Cruise visit calls are always subject to change, sometimes at the last minute - such as happened when the Silhouette cancelled a call to Invergordon to stay for the delayed golf last year.
The cruise season in the River Forth kicks off on May 17th with the first ship due at South Queensferry.  Leith has 32 calls in 2016, between 18th May and 10th September.  It is even possible that there may be a ship in Leith on Hogmanay when the Black Watch does a first winter cruise of the UK.  If not in Leith, the ship will dock at Rosyth.
Information on visiting ships is posted on the Cruiseforth.com website, and daily updates are provided on the Cruiseforth Facebook page, providing details of the arriving ships, their passengers, and the likely footflow.
While the 2016 season in Newhaven may be much like last year, the indications are that 2017 may be much busier, with 36 ships already booked to be at anchor, either at Queensferry or Newhaven, as opposed to 18 this year.
If any local business would like specific information on cruise ship business opportunities, please contact the CruiseForth Project Manager - Peter Wilson at info@cruiseforth,com

SHIP AHOY 
2016

 

CAN YOU HELP?  We need to increase our team of meeters and greeters so that we can cope with passenger numbers especially with the potential of about a score of ships anchoring off Newhaven during 2017.  If you can lend a hand on any of the dates above — usually covering in shifts from 9 am until 4 pm — please get in touch with Newhaven Heritage at events@newhavenonforth.org.uk with your contact details and when you would be able to help out.  Our aim is to ensure that folks we engage with leave Newhaven realising what a historically interesting village it is.
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A PROSPECTUS FOR NEWHAVEN
THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS are now in full swing with each of the parties trying to persuade you that their way is the best for Scotland.  However, the MSP you elect will as much be working for the local community as well as the nation.  Therefore Bow-Tow invited the constituency candidates — those to be elected on the first past the post system — from all the parties standing, plus Jack Caldwell who is an Independent, to explain what they would do for the community of Greater Newhaven, i.e. the original village, the newer houses of Platinum Point and the newest occupants of Western Harbour including those homes yet to be built.

Jack Caldwell — Independent Constituency CandidateIF EVER THERE was an area in Scotland screaming out for a heritage centre, it's Newhaven.  From the established history of fishing, to Charles Darwin, to shipbuilding, to pirate skeletons popping up underneath schools, a community museum would not lie empty.
However, with most things right now, money is the big issue. The City of Edinburgh Council have been forced by Holyrood to cut their budget by £70 million, which has inevitably set in motion a real fear of existing museums closing, let alone funding the opening of new ones.  By increasing the top two Scottish Rate of Income Tax brackets by 1 pence, I believe communities with a deep heritage like Newhaven will reap the cultural benefits.  I'm willing to work tirelessly with the community and the council to make this a reality.

Preserving the past is one thing, but looking to the future is just as challenging.  A victim of mismanagement has been the tram project, which was originally scheduled to reach Newhaven in “phase 1a”.  The developments on the reclaimed land were built on the premise of a fully functioning tramline – but has now led to an increase in congestion due to the lone bus service actually going into the developments.
Lastly, I believe green spaces such as Starbank Park must be protected.  It's stated that 300 new residents choose to make Edinburgh their home every month, and I want to ensure densely populated areas such as Newhaven keep their green spaces in proportion to the population.
Please check out my manifesto on jackformsp.org.uk to see how my policies can raise the Newhaven standards for residents, tourists and businesses, instead of having its budget cut on the gibbet block.

Lesley Hinds — Scottish Labour and Co-operative Constituency Candidate
IN MY WORK as Transport Convenor, I make the point that tram has to come to Newhaven not just Leith.  Tram is important to help connect Newhaven but also for the benefits it will bring in its wake. Cruise ship tourism is on the increase and Newhaven harbour is receiving increasing numbers of tourists.  Tourists are increasingly looking for a different experience and Newhaven has the potential to fulfil that demand.  I would work with Newhaven Heritage in their work to realise the ambition of a museum for Newhaven to tell its rich history.  This will not be easy but working together we can make this happen.

Newhaven also needs housing and I will work with Port of Leith Housing Association to make sure that, as Forth Ports develop Western Harbour, affordable housing is part of Newhaven.  This will help Victoria Primary School which has flourished under the leadership of Head Teacher, Laura Thomson.  The school is the heart of the community and has played a large part in bringing old and new Newhaven together in events such as the Gala Day, the Remembrance service and the Christmas tree ceremony.  The importance of local schools is why I will work hard to make sure that Trinity Academy is part of the next wave of the school building programme so that it, too, can cope with increasing popularity. 
Newhaven has much to offer and I in turn offer to work hard for Newhaven.
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Ben MacPherson — Scottish National Party
 IF ELECTED as your MSP, I will use my local knowledge, legal experience and strong commitment to represent all of the communities of Edinburgh Northern and Leith. Newhaven is one of many distinct communities in our constituency.  I know this from spending time in Newhaven, both recently and when I was growing up. Therefore, I appreciate there are issues of particular significance to Newhaven, which I I would work hard to represent.

Local Development — If elected I will work to represent your views on any local development proposals, including any re-development of Ocean Terminal, any development of the docks, and any extension of the tramline.Community Assets and Green Space — If elected I will work to support Friends of Starbank Park and other community efforts to enhance local community assets and green spaces.Community Engagement — If elected I will regularly attend meetings of Leith Harbour and Newhaven Community Council and other community interest groups.Traffic — If elected I will work to represent any concerns about traffic flow through Newhaven.Museum — If elected I could help make the case for establishing a Newhaven Heritage Centre.National Issues — The Scottish Parliament election on Thursday 5 May is vital.  It’s about who is best to govern Scotland, resist austerity and use new powers to make a meaningful difference.  Under the leadership of Nicola Sturgeon, the SNP’s record in government is very strong (www.snp.org/record) despite significant cuts to Scotland’s budget.  We are proud of our record and determined to do more.
For more details on the SNP’s plans for the next Scottish parliamentary term please see www.snp.org/policybase.For more details about me and my candidacy to be your local MSP please see www.benmacpherson.com.If you have any queries please do email me at ben.macpherson@edinburghsnp.org.  Many thanks.

Ian McGill — Scottish ConservativesI’M PLEASED TO have the opportunity to write this piece. Born and raised locally I run my businesses from round the corner on Ferry Road, so feel part of the community.
The big electoral issues you’ll be well familiar with from the TV and Newspapers.  Safe to say you’ll hear Ruth Davidson making a strong case for Scotland’s place in the United Kingdom, opposing a second independence referendum and campaigning hard to become the official opposition and to finally provide an effective opposition to Nicola Sturgeon — with Labour onto their sixth leader in nine years it’s no wonder they’ve failed to land a glove on the SNP.

She’ll lead the fight against making Scotland the highest taxed part of the UK, and against the SNP’s intrusive Named Persons legislation that they are forcing onto every family in Scotland.
I’m much more interested in local though. I remember the museum well, and obviously support the establishment of a Newhaven Heritage Centre. If elected I’d be putting my back into that.
That, and helping with the issues I’ve picked up knocking doors in Newhaven recently —Working to prevent the council inappropriately placing people in their housing stock within Newhaven and ensuring proper support for both the community and individuals wrongly placed.Getting the mobile phone black spots in Newhaven sorted so you don’t see folks standing outside their houses trying to catch a signal to send or receive an email.Making sure that the folks in Newhaven are not having to fight the Council for their rights to access Self Directed Support.
The message is vote Iain McGill for a strong local campaigner with your first vote, and Ruth Davidson for a strong opposition with your second vote.http://www.linkedin.com/in/iainmcgill                                              http://twitter.com/iainmcgill
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Andy Wightman — A Scottish Green Party List Candidate for Lothian Region
I WAS DELIGHTED to visit the excellent exhibition, Newhaven: Then and Now last month and be reminded of the many changes the community has witnessed over the centuries. Villages like Newhaven and towns across Scotland used to enjoy far more autonomy over their own affairs and as Scottish Greens we believe that local democracy needs to be revitalised right across Scotland and that people should have far more control over their own affairs.
This includes being able to secure and manage land and property for the benefit of the community. In Newhaven and elsewhere in Granton and Leith, vast areas of land now lie abandoned and neglected with much of it owned in offshore tax havens and exempt from the rates paid by the hairdressers, pubs and shops in the rest of the community. We want to stop that, to give powers to communities and councils to take over such land easily and cheaply and to restore community pride and initiative. We will be putting forward bold ideas in our manifesto on how to achieve this in the next Scottish Parliament.

We also want to be able to go into the local elections in 2017 with proposals that allow local communities to take far greater control over their local affairs. We want local people to be able to plan where new housing and amenities should go, to decide how much tax to raise to pay for libraries, swimming pools and care services, and to take action to tackle urban blight, establish community energy companies or invest in new public transport services.

Once the constituency MSPs have been elected, the total votes cast for each party (and individuals) in each of the eight regions of Scotland are tallied.  Lists of candidates selected by each party, called, funnily enough, the List Candidates, have been prepared.  Each region will have seven additional members elected to represent it according to the proportion of votes cast, although cognisance is made of the votes cast for the first past the post elected member.  Locally the Scottish Greens are presenting no Constituency Candidates other than in Edinburgh Central but, instead, have opted to put up List Members.  The second voting slip given out at the polling station provides for the voter to cast their preference which does not need to be of the same party as the directly elected member.

4th June 2016 at 2pm
THE DATE FOR the 2016 Newhaven Gala Day has been set.  High tide is around 3pm but the boat that brings the Gala Queen and Fisher King will be able to berth from around 2pm.  The organising committee is currently deliberating about the choice of the Royal Party, arranging the  format of the day, and considering the Very Important Person who will perform the Coronation.  You can keep up to date with the progress on our Facebook page as noted at the foot of the page.  The committee is not short of ideas.  However what they are short of  is stewards who will escort the regal entourage which includes the escort of fisherlassies and laddies from the harbour to the playground of Victoria Primary School.   If you can give a few hours of your time on Saturday 4 June, please contact the school secretary, Heather Suttie at heather.suttie@victoria.edin.sch.uk.Tel: 0131 476 7306.  
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JIMMY RUTHERFORD
By Councillor Gordon Munro 
(First published in “The Leither”, September 2009)

JIMMY RUTHERFORD’S STORY is not well known but it should be. Jimmy Rutherford was eighteen years old when he left Newhaven to fight as a volunteer in the Spanish Civil War in 1936.  He is still there, but he did not grow old.  Jimmy was executed by a firing squad on Tuesday 24th May 1938.
How did a young man from Newhaven get involved in this far away battle? Like many other volunteers, Jimmy had worked out that if fascism was not confronted in Spain, then bombs in Madrid one day, would lead to bombs in London, 
Glasgow and Leith the next. His friend, Labour Parliamentary candidate David Dryburgh, put it best. “This was no sudden impulse. It was the practical working out of his own theory of life.”
Jimmy’s first stint ended when he and his comrades were captured at Jarama on 13th February 1937. Amongst his fellow prisoners was Harold Fry from Leith who was also Battalion commander.  Both were sentenced to death.  They had witnessed fellow volunteers being killed – in one instance for reaching for a cigarette and in another as the preferred choice between serving Franco or death – ninety Republican prisoners a day were taken away from the prison and shot.
Every day, with brutal monotony, the prisoners were warned by their captors, “today you will die.”  However, 
unbelievably, both Rutherford and Fry survived, they and their remaining comrades were exchanged for prisoners from the other side.  In an infamous news photograph of the day they were seen huddled in the back of a truck whilst being told by the Daily Mail’s pin-up boy of the time, Alfonso Merry del Val, that if they returned to Spain “they would be shot.”
This chilling warning did not deter them, both were quick to return, Fry was killed in battle soon after and Rutherford was taken back into captivity.  Despite using an assumed name and his pals covering for him at every turn he had the misfortune to be recognised by the very same Merry de Val, who ordered he be put before a firing squad and shot.  This time there was no last minute reprieve…
Why return to Spain? Whilst home, Rutherford undertook a speaking tour to let people know about what was happening in Spain.  His sister recalled him speaking for an hour and a half in a hall in Ferry Road.  At one point he said, “If all the young men here had seen what I saw out there, then they would do as I am doing.”  This was, as has been noted before, political belief translated from rhetoric into action.  The elected Republican Government of Spain had effectively been invaded by Franco — under the auspices of Hitler and Mussolini who provided finance, logistics, and manpower — so Jimmy’s political beliefs almost insisted he fight for Republican Spain against Franco’s fascists, that and his innate humanitarianism.
Jimmy’s story is one of many that can be found in local author Daniel Gray’s excellent and timely book, Homage to Caledonia Luath Press (£9.99).  The book, which tells the story of how Scotland supplied twenty-three percent of Britain’s 
International Brigade despite only representing ten percent of the UK population at that time, can also be borrowed from Leith Library.  Quite a few other books on this emotive subject were available for order the last time I was there.  On that occasion too, Jimmy Rutherford’s great niece was in attendance – the Rutherfords can still be found in great numbers in Newhaven — this, you see, is living history.
What was it about the Spain of 1936 that resonated so strongly with Scotland?  Jimmy Rutherford was a member of The Society of Free Fishermen of Newhaven who fought and died to free Spain from Fascism.  His tale deserves to be more widely known and is part of a greater story that is worth telling down the ages.  Albert Camus remarked that “It was in Spain that men learnt one can be right and still be beaten, that force can vanquish spirit, that there are times when 
courage is not its own reward…”
Above all else, Jimmy would have recognised the truth in these words. It is a mark of his courage that he fought on, despite and not because of them…  He was one of your own and you should remember his name with pride.

 HISTORY
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Starbank Park Easter Egg Hunt was a great success
THIS YEAR’S EASTER EGG HUNT was on Good Friday and we had a beautiful, sunny morning.  The Park was full of colour and looking good and there was a huge turn-out which meant a great atmosphere.  Our best estimate is that 250 children came along, and they brought at least as many adults.  
The hunt was a great success.  The different rules this year for the younger children were a great improvement and, crucial-ly, there were vast quantities of chocolate Easter Eggs won by the kids. But that wasn’t all.  Our tremendous team of helpers ran stalls for face-painting, seed planting, a Tombola, crafts and, most importantly, refreshments!  The Friends raised hundreds of pounds for our Children’s Nature Trail which will now be completed in the summer.  Everyone seemed to have a great time and the response on our Facebook page and website was really good.  Many thanks to everyone who came, making it a real success, to our helpers for all their energy, patience and hard work and a special thanks to Janet McArthur who does all the organising.

EGGSELENT!

You can keep up to date with the 
events of Friends of Starbank Park on their 

Facebook page —
www.facebook.com/Friendsofstarbankpark
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ONLY THREE MONTHS into 2016 and already the choir has been busy.  Lots of rehearsing saw us bring the successful exhibition at the David Lloyd Centre, Newhaven: Then And Now to a close on Saturday 5th March with a concert, Heave Awa’ Newhaven.  This went down well with both the capacity audience and the choir.  Special mention must be made of our stalwart, George Venters, who composed a song, The Auld Village, especially for the show which proved to be quite a hit.
The 16th March saw a group from the choir singing through the streets of Newhaven. This was to help in an application for funding from The Edward Marshall Trust for a series of events and workshops over a period of two years which will involve the broader community. Called “A Nest Of Songbirds”, the project is being put together by Jan Bee Brown of The Thrive Archive, who is herself a choir member.  More details to follow if and when the application is successful.

The 23rd saw us at the Dalriada Bar in Portobello once again singing with the Edinburgh Gaelic Choir.  We did this last year and enjoyed it so much that we had a return visit — looks like it could become an annual event.  Both choirs sounded great and we even did a joint number where they sang the verse in Gaelic and we did the chorus in English. Good fun!!
The next event that we find in the diary is the school gala day.  Unless of course if anything else crops up meantime.
We’ve had to change our meeting night to a Wednesday for a short time due to Jed’s work schedule but we’ll be back to our usual Tuesday slot very soon — 7pm, Victoria Primary School.  Check our website for further info if you would like to come along.  There is no audition to join and enjoyment is guaranteed.

By Dougie Ratcliffe

JUST PUBLISHED
  

 www.newhavenonforth.org.uk for how to order.
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NEXT ISSUE — Published early July 2016 
In the two years that the Bow-Tow has been published, we have seen a significant increase in the activities of a number of special interest groups with the greater good of Newhaven at their respective hearts.  This is now reflected in a bigger bolder newsletter designed to inform and entertain.  We hope you like it.  If you have any comments about  reading it on free.Yuhu.com please let us know.
If you have any suggestions for features that you would like to see in future Bow-Tows, do please get in touch with us at Newhaven Heritage at newhavenheritage@gmail.com  The deadline for this next issue is Saturday 19th June, 2016. 
Thank you. 

MEET THE STEERING GROUP
Dougie Ratcliffe — Our Facebook Co-ordinator
I WAS BROUGHT UP in Jessfield Terrace just on the corner of Hawthornvale and attended Victoria Primary School as did my two sisters and brother. 
I was a member of the 6th Leith (1st Newhaven) Scout Troop and had a great time with them. Apart from the usual football and camping, there were concerts, sometimes with the Guides in the halls of St Andrews Church, Victoria School and the Fishermen’s Hall. Sadly the only one of them now remaining is the school. I fished at the pier and walked along to Granton along the side of the water to fish there as well. Joe Rinaldi’s café on the Main Street was where we hung out as teenagers, listening to the juke box, playing the one armed bandit, and it did only have one arm, and making a coffee or other drink last as long as possible….heady days.

Like many Newhaveners, I moved away from the area for quite a number of years but eventually returned, albeit to the “other side of the bridge” in Leith, where I now stay.
I was quite surprised, but delighted when I was invited to become a member of the steering group, as I had fond memories of bringing my grandchildren to the Newhaven Museum to show them and tell them about the place where I grew up. That I could help to bring back the museum excited me but I was soon to find out that there was more to it than that. 
We plan to create a virtual museum to allow access to our archive material, but the ultimate goal is to bring together a community once more comprising the old and new Newhaven and to help to do this we plan to create a Heritage Centre which will house a new museum, as well as spaces which groups can use, a café where locals and visitors can meet and also a resource for researching family histories. In other words a hub for the village.
This may seem to be a big ask to some people, but we’ve already identified a need and an enthusiasm for this to succeed.  On October 24th and 25th 2014, hundreds of people came to the village over the two evenings to enjoy the spectacular event, Bow Tow: The Musical. The Newhaven Heritage Community Garden group is bringing people together to make the village a more pleasant place to be by planting trees and bulbs, cleaning up the harbour area of weeds and making Newhaven greener. The annual gala is a fixture in the calendar and draws people to the village from far and wide to enjoy the days festivities. The community choir is going strong, bringing people together through music and song and carrying on a Newhaven tradition. Our Facebook page gets 1000+ hits each week from people far and wide with an interest or connection to Newhaven. We meet visitors from the cruise ships that now visit Newhaven who have also expressed an interest in the village and its history. And finally the recent exhibition Newhaven: Then And Now was a resounding success with hundreds coming through the door and confirming the need for such a centre that is proposed. 
To be a part of this is not only exciting but also a privilege.  
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FEBR UARY AND MARCH have been planting months.  In Newhaven Heritage Community Garden with teams from Tescobank, Scottish Widows, SSE and Aberdeen Asset Management getting stuck in and doing some guerrilla gardening and clearing weeds, brambles and rubbish while also planting vegetables and trees and scattering seeds.  Local people have also helped as well as the Friends of Starbank and a fellow member of the Tree Charter Group.  What a difference we have made with Newhaven coming to life and buds rising from the ground offering promise of colour or edible delights.  The harbour has been spruced up and the triangular patch of ground at Willowbank Row now has rowan and other plants to show for our efforts.  Willow has returned to the patch of garden at Auchinleck’s Brae.
What next, you may ask?  The plan is to have some wooden window boxes on a number of window sills and more vegetable containers as well as a path through the garden complete with a seat to enjoy the new blossoms as well as ferns at the back area.  HERE+ NOW, who are landscape architects and co-designers specialising in working with communities, are helping to draw up some plans of what may be viable.

A group from British Gas will come to help in May.  We have been fortunate in receiving money from Newhaven Heritage as a result of donations made during the recent Newhaven: Then and Now exhibition at the David Lloyd Centre.   We have packs of seeds from Grow Wild at Kew Gardens to plant to complement the Cherry Plum, Crab Apple and Cherry trees. 
Newhaven Community Heritage Garden have been successful in gaining support from the Stafford Trust to create the community garden (planters, benches, plants, etc) and Edinburgh and Lothians Greenspace Trust will provide staff time and run some design/gardening workshops.  More information to follow so watch this space!

Thanks go to everyone that has offered support.  Please continue with your generous encouragement or join us on our gardening days.   
●  For more information or offers of help, please contact us at  greenfingers@newhavenonforth.org.uk;  
●   You can like us on Facebook at /newhavenheritagecommunitygarden;

●  Or donate to the crowdfunding page or text-giving at MyParkScotland (http://www.mypark.scot/projects/newhaven-community-garden/)
If people want to give to the Newhaven Heritage Community Garden they just text the following to 70070:  NEWH52 £5 or other amount as you wish.  This amount is then taken from the  mobile phone bill.  Another way to pay!

By Heather Yang


